
 

 

New InterForm features in version 2008 
 

Requirement 

● InterForm400 version 2008 requires OS/400 V5R1 

 

Graphical Designer 

1. The graphical designer has been redesigned with new icons and layout for 
easy usage. 

2. The window settings are stored when you close the designer and the same 
settings are re-used when you start up the designer again. 

3. The spooled file last opened, will be stored locally on the PC and will be 
shown when you restart the designer as a help to get you started faster. 

4. The measurements used, can now be centimetres, inches and pels, pels 
with a decimal number. The measurement can also be used for 
editing/entering new elements. Please note that measurements entered in 
cm are rounded of to the nearest pels. 

 

E-mail 

1. Up to 3 receivers of each e-mail can now be defined in the e-mail finishing 
definition - unless you find the e-mail receivers in the spooled file - then 
only one is supported. 

2. A new command is added for multiple receivers of e-mails: 
apf3812/sndemail. The command works as the old apf3812/sndmail 
command. 

3. A new mail exit program format is added (Format 04). This supports these 
new parameters: 



1. RTNTXTTYP  
The type of the e-mail text. Either text or html. 

2. RTNMSGSTMF  
Refer to an html file in the IFS for the e-mail text. (Variables are 
substituted). 

3. RTNUSRPWD  
Return a user password for the attached PDF file (requires PDF 
security). 

4. CODPAG  
The codepage in which the returned parameters are written. 
(Previously you needed to return the parameters in the system 
codepage only).  

4. You can now use a html file in the IFS, as the e-mail template for e-mails 
being sent out. You can also use variables *V1-*V9 in the html file that will 
be substituted during e-mailing. This html file option is available in all 
e-mail options in InterForm400. The will enable you to create e-mails that 
better match the endusers Corporate ID. 

 

Hardware Support 

1. The printer drawer defined on the incoming *SCS spooled file that 
InterForm400 merges with, can now be translated into specific PCL drawer 
numbers depending on the output queue, you are merging to. Refer to the 
manual for more information and to find out how you can make 
InterForm400 behave like Host Print Transform. 

 

Font and Barcodes 

1. In Autodownload you can now link a font number with a soft font even if 
the font attributes (e.g. style and stroke weight) does not fit. You will get a 
warning if they do not fit - which you can choose to ignore.  

 

New Features 
 

1. RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) support on Zebra printers. This 
makes it possible to â€˜printâ€™ on RFID chips to burn an ID onto it. 
Refer to page 423 in the user manual for &&RFID, to see how to do that. 

2. DBCS (Double Byte Characters Set) (e.g. chinese) spooled files are now 
directly supported for InterForm400 merges. The DBCS codepage can be 
found either on the spooled file or specified in the AFC definitions. Also 



DBCS 5250 sessions are now supported - if you state the DBCS codepage in 
the setup of the user profile  

3. User defined PJL sequences. Previously you would need changes in 
InterForm400 to add support for stapling on new printers. Now you can 
define up to 10 PJL commands for 10 different functions for 10 different 
printers. This is mainly thought of as a way to support stapling on new 
printers, but could also be used for other finishing functions e.g. punching.  

4. A new unzip command is added in InterForm400 to unzip files, in order to 
reducing the data you need upload to the iSeries if it is placed at a remote 
site. 

5. You can now generate merged unicode spooled files and PDF files from 
normal nonunicode spooled files by specifying unicode output =*YES on 
the merge. In this way you can add fixed texts in many different codepages 
on a normal spooled file. Previously you could only do this if you merged 
with a unicode spooled file. 

6. The PDF file naming finishing definition can now run under a fixed user 
profile other than the spooled file owner. This makes it possible to create 
PDF files in the IFS even if the spooled file owner does not have authority to 
the used directory. 

 

Administration / Usability 

1. The installation of InterForm400 is changed using a PC based restore tool. 
The main benefit is that InterForm400 now can be easier installed without 
a CD as it is now distributed as a normal compressed save file. You can still 
use LODRUN and the old installation procedure though. The downside is 
that an extra 400 Mb of disk space is temporarily required during install.  

2. Delete of a file set is now possible - even with overlays inside. (If there are 
no overlay selectors). 

3. More administrators: You can now appoint 1 administrator and several vice 
administrators. 

4. A possibility to temporarily disable AFC sequence lines with a '*' as when 
you are programming.  

5. The license screen is totally re-designed. This will make it easier to maintain 
several simultaneous license codes: 

1. A permanent code, a test code and license codes for mirroring 
machines if used. 

 

Escape Sequences 

1. The &&IMG command have been extended with a *PATHTIF2 option which 
makes it possible to cut off part of the included tif image. 



 


